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Introduction 

 
On the last decade one of the most popular 

developments in the control systems area was 
implementation of smart environment and, as a part of it, 
smart home paradigm. Such system improves living 
quality mostly not for common consumer, but for older 
peoples and the ones with impairments. Today there are 
lots of such applications released, they are used not only to 
improve living quality, but as well to improve healthcare. 
Many research groups are still focused on the development 
of novel products for smart home applications. 

Though, there is a big supply of commercial products 
with very good technical characteristics, popularity of such 
system is limited by its’ price. Price is determined by 
expensive hardware, such as high quality video camera. So 
main problem supplying consumers with such systems is 
price; such products are hardly affordable for consumer 
itself and authorities are unable to provide it for everyone 
in need. Therefore, need of creating cheaper and not less 
effective systems is extensive. 

Simple method and technical implementation allows 
proposal of inexpensive assistive domotics- “iHouse”, 
system. Costs are reduced by using of the shelf solutions, 
e.g. ordinary web-cams, customary garage gate controls 
set. A low profile technical solution enables proposed 
system to be used with common personal computer that 
has USB connection. 

Intuitiveness is an advantage that helps to accurately 
select device, that user wants to control. System, that 
randomly selects controlled devices, is not as effective as it 
could be, when intuitiveness is applied. Even control tasks 
can be faster accomplished, as not all devices in viewed 
area have to be checked for necessity of control. This 
feature gives an advantage against similar systems, where 
random device detection is used, or selectivity is achieved 
by using complicated methods. 

“iHouse” system is proposed in this work, it 

recognizes 6 different markers, whom any device can be 
assigned. Markers are color coded with main colors (Red, 
Green and Blue) in RGB color system. Marker detection 
algorithm finds certain amount of spots to be a marker-
candidate. If mouse cursor is in the same quarter like the 
candidate’s center, spot is proceeded to further check. 
When marker is detected, pop-up window appears, using 
the eye tracking systems consumer can set a certain output 
that can be used to control external device. No calibration 
is required as all the necessary data is set on algorithm.  

Related works 

Interest within smart environment as well as artificial 
intelligence has been growing for more than decade. Lots 
of smart environment realizations are based on image 
processing. There are various ways to extract useful data 
from image by processing it but only some of them will be 
introduced.  

Data processing techniques can be divided into two 
bulk groups: simple ones and the complex ones. For simple 
recognition no transformations or modern methods are 
necessary. The very simplest way of detecting lighter or 
darker spots in gray scale image is logical indexing; binary 
image is extracted during logical pixel value comparison 
with certain threshold value. In paper [1] logical indexing 
is used to extract road markers in order to autonomously 
control vehicle. Additional image pre-processing is 
necessary in order to accomplish more difficult tasks. 
Inverse perspective mapping [2] is commonly used for 
image pixel position recalculation in order to get top-view 
picture. Objects in such image can be recognized more 
precisely. Chain-code algorithms [3] are used for logical 
object shape description, when the shape is more complex 
than basic geometric figures, for example arrow on the 
road. Logical indexing can be used to accomplish even 
difficult tasks though additional methods are necessary for 
more complex object detection and recognition. Drawback 
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of this method is that pixel quantity is the main factor that 
determines speed of image processing. Often this method 
is used for noise elimination or as a method to extract main 
data [4, 5, 6].   

Straight lines can be detected from edge-extracted 
image using linear Hough transform (HT) [7]; this kind of 
image transform is useful when object is constructed from 
straight lines. Generalized Hough transform (GHT) [8] is 
more suitable to recognize object containing various curves 
that’s base is ellipse or other basic geometrical shapes. 
Article [9] presents handwritten Chinese character 
recognition algorithm, though there are more complex 
problems to be solved prior to recognition. One of the main 
problems is slope of text, estimation and correction of this 
issue is presented in paper [10], and skew correction is 
proposed in article [11]. Even though HT or GHT can be 
used to solve such complex tasks like text character 
recognition, more problems emerge as image data has to be 
pre-processed and objects that are extracted has to be 
handled. Mentioned transform is useful when object has 
certain shape and is in contrast with background. Method 
has limited usability in real time image processing, because 
transformation cause time delays.  

Most common method used for skin detection and 
face recognition is cluster analysis [12]. Cluster analysis- 
method that is based on statistical computations, all data is 
divided into clusters or segments and only the ones with a 
certain features are significant. Often cluster analysis is 
used as a part of more complex image processing 
algorithm. Even though this method is useful when it is 
difficult to extract data, it has a drawback as it is necessary 
to have some prior knowledge about object that has to be 
detected. 

Fuzzy logic is a membership function based method 
that enables to use human-like perception in image 
processing [13]. Usage of fuzzy logic in some way is 
similar to logical indexing, difference is between data sets, 
logical indexing uses grayscale image and fuzzy uses 
different set of pixel data. Precisely the data set 
composition is based on human contemplation, in this way 
more informative data is obtained. Though fuzzy logic can 
be used to solve tasks like image filtering [14], it requires 
some prior knowledge that is used to create membership 
functions and according to it fuzzy data set. 

Fuzzy set and functions can be compiled 
automatically according to training set. To accomplish this 
task artificial neural network (ANN) [15] is used. ANN is 
based on processes that occur in live organisms brains, in 
this way it is learning based method. Operation of ANN is 
based on rules that are assigned to network during training 
phase. This popular method is widely used for object 
detection in images, still it requires training phase, which is 
the main drawback in real time applications. 

 All above mentioned image processing methods are 
widely used for smart environment related applications. 
Mentioned drawbacks help picking the most suitable 
technique not only for marker detection. It helps wisely 
design a set of markers that would be easily recognized.  

“iHouse” algor ithm 

Easily achieved round object detection in binary 
image leads to selection of round markers (a)shape in Fig. 
2). Marker includes three areas: central circle, color 
segments and outside area. Points from all these areas are 
used in recognition process. Central circle and outside area 
are used for premature recognition; by default those two 
areas are white. Information about controlled device can be 
coded using color segments’ and different color 
combinations. Combinations are generated using either two 
or three main RGB colors. Thick black centers’ border 
enhances candidate detection. 

Marker-candidate detection overall is round object 
detection. As mentioned before logical indexing is suitable 
for such task. Before candidates can be detected logical 
image has to be extracted, algorithm (Algorithm 1.) 
explains how it is accomplished. 

Algorithm 1. Logical image extraction 
step 1. RGB to grayscale conversion (image height-h, width-w): 
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step 2. Binarization: 
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 In the first algorithm RGB is first converted to 
grayscale image, such conversion is proceeded using 
weighted sum of R, G and B color components. Grayscale 
image contains pixels that are defined using lightness 
numeric value (0÷255). According to this value binary 
image can be created, each pixels’ lightness is compared to 
pre-defined threshold value. Each pixel gets new value, 
according to the comparison result it can be 0 or 1. 

Algorithm 2. Candidate detection 
step 1. Binary image labeling:  
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step 3. Diameter size of each region is checked: 
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step 4. White region roundness evaluation: 
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 step 5. Adaptive threshold formation and evaluation: 
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Second algorithm reveals steps of candidate 
detection. Before processing binary image, it has to be 
labeled; it means all white areas get a numeric label that 
helps to calculate their numeric characteristics (center 
coordinates, equivalent diameter and perimeter) one by 
one. Center coordinates, equivalent diameter and perimeter 
are calculated so that all regions can be tested 
simultaneously. Diameter is checked in means to reject 
noise and small areas as well as those sectors that are too 
big. All areas that passed diameter evaluation is then 
verified to be round objects, simple proportion in step 3 
helps to determine which objects are round ones. 
Afterwards the number of round objects is used to 
determine whether used threshold was of the right value.  

Marker-candidates are checked using nine pixels 
(a)shape in Fig. 2.) color components’ numeric values. 
Marker recognition process is not only used for marker 
recognition, need of recognition is checked as well. The 
need assessment makes whole system intuitive as user can 
indicate if recognition has to be proceeded. Need 
assessment, pixel position determination and candidate 
recognition process is explained in next algorithm 
(Algorithm 3.). 

Algorithm 3. Marker recognition 
step 1. Figure windows’ (see Fig. 1) position on screen 
estimation: 
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step 2. Computer mouse position on screen estimation using Java 
methods: 
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step 3. Mouse cursor over figure window verification: 
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step 4. Nine pixel position determination:  
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step 5. Pixel positions are examined not to be out of bounds: 
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step 6. Mouse cursor over figure window position comparison 
with candidates’ center position in figure window (example of 
first quarter (Fig. 2)): 
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step 7. Pixel color value comparison for white areas 
determination in RGB image: 
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step 8. Color segment color determination (red color): 
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Third algorithm reveals concept of intuitiveness that 
is assured using tracking of objects and their position 
comparing. Mouse cursor is used to determine if user 
wants to use system and which device he wants to control 
(in case there are more than one device visible). 
Intuitiveness is achieved by tracking figure windows’ (Fig. 
2) position, getting mouse cursors’ coordinates and 
checking if mouse is over that window.  

 
Fig. 1. Figure window on computer screen 

If mouse cursor is not over figure window no marker 
recognition is proceeded, on the opposite occurrence, 
algorithm checks are there any candidates on the same 
quarter in which mouse cursor is situated. On candidates 
existance, depending on their label, specific pixels are 
examined not to be out of bounds. Supposing candidate is 
not out of bounds, candidate evaluation is proceeded. 
Firstly A, F, G, H, I (A- marker center, F, G, H, I-pixels 
from outside are) pixels are tested to be relative white. 
Color segment evaluation is performed in a bit different 
way, color component are examined to be less than the rest 
two and to have bigger numeric value than pre-defined 
value (χ -threshold value). When all three checks are 
positive the color segment has a color relative to color 
segment, that was examined. 

Using all three algorithms marker detection-
recognition system is created, it is used for image 
processing in order to detect and recognize markers. 
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Complicated parts of this algorithm (Fig. 2.) were fully 
explained on above sections so only narrow explanation of 
it would be produced. 

Presented algorithm (Fig. 2.) only previews how a 
single frame is processed, there are no elements that 
preview algorithms’ continuous operation. At the moment 
of execution, computer screen resolution is determined in 
order to create “Figure” window in proper position. User-
defined default values are collected. Before turning camera 
on, the capturing parameters are set. Captured frame is 
processed by algorithm of binary image extraction and 
candidate detection. Note that those two algorithms are as 
well used for threshold adaptation, which is performed 
when “while” loop is used. Cycle is terminated when 
threshold goes out of bounds (new frame then is processed 
as not relevant amount of candidates was found, default 
threshold value is used for new frame processing). 
Termination of cycle also occurs when the amount of 
candidates is in certain bounds (current threshold value is 
stored in memory for next frames’ processing), which 
means that candidate detection was successful. When 
positive recognition occurs, popup window (b)shape in 
Fig. 2.) appears. After all candidates have been checked 
new frame is captured. 

 
Fig. 2. Image processing algorithm 

Implementation of intuitive environment 

  

Fig. 3. System configuration 

The functional scheme of intuitive environment is 
shown in Fig. 3. System consists of: 

1. Computer. All the 2D data computations for marker 
detection and recognition as well as eye tracking 
systems’ calculations are proceeded in computer. 

2. Near IR web-cam. Video capturing device, that works 
in near infrared light, is used in eye tracker. 

3. Simple web-cam. Captures 2D data for marker 
detection and recognition. 

4. USB board. Data acquisition board is used to write 
output signals through USB interface. 

5. Relay board. Relay are used to automatically control 
(commutate) remote control unit from wireless 
communication set.  

6. Wireless communication set. It is used to wirelessly 
control devices as receiver of this set has relay 
outputs.    

7. Executive facility. It’s either button for TV, door or 
window control board, light switch and etc.  

8. Popup windows. Enables user to make decision by 
pressing one of two buttons. 
Opportunity to control all devices wirelessly makes 

this system more flexible. Untraditional decisions improve 
efficiency and makes design simpler. Although low price 
and ease of design is obtained, system won’t work properly 
if detection and recognition doesn’t succeed.  

Testing of algor ithm 

Experiments took place in order to investigate 
potentiality of detection/recognition algorithm. Speed and 
accuracy tests were performed. Results enclose some 
characteristics of proposed image processing algorithm. 

Detection rate depends on pixel quantity in image, 
therefore video used in experiments has dimensions of 
320X240 pixels. Video containing 300 frames, was created 
by using 30 fps rate for capturing, marker was fully visible 
in all frames, distance between marker and camera was 
alternating. Webcams’ digital zoom, was used to improve 
results. Though this feature reduces frame quality it is 
useful because marker becomes easier to detect, as it 
appears bigger in image.  

Variables, that were exploited in order to examine 
operation, were step (st) and default threshold (thresh) - 
the primary threshold value, and lightness value (χ). Frame 
processing and marker recognition depends on above 
mentioned variables. Record was proceeded through 
algorithm using more than ten different threshold, step and 
lightness values. A bulk amount of data was accumulated, 
though some of it had to be rejected because of scattering. 
Three data sets were separated: processing speed, accuracy 
dependence on threshold and step value, and accuracy 
dependence on lightness value, used for marker 
recognition.  

Processing rate is the main characteristic for all real 
time systems. Linear characteristics (Fig. 4.) present 
experimental data. Data shows that relative concurrences, 
in terms of slower frame processing, occurs using default 
threshold equal to 150 of grayness (Gy). It can be easily 
explained with the fact that positive marker recognition 
calls additional actions, e.g. drawing visual elements on 
image, which slows down whole processing. Differences 
between characteristics “1”, “5” and “9” with value 150 
Gy determine that frame processing speed has obvious 
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relation with step value. The bigger step value is, the faster 
threshold is changed and, as well, frame processed. The 
rest four characteristics, that has no concurrency with first 
three, only shows that positive recognition can be achieved 
with thresholds from a certain range of values which can’t 
be obtained using default threshold (150 Gy) and step 
values bigger than 9. Other spikes just prove that values 
from that range can be reached faster by using other 
thresholds and bigger step values. 

Precision is characteristic that determines 
effectiveness of recognition. Dependence between 
recognition precision, threshold value and step is 
represented in Fig. 5. Precision in this experiment was 
represented like percentage positive recognition. Results 
claim that high recognition can be achieved. Biggest 
concurrency is obtained when default threshold is 150 Gy. 
Such occurrence can be explained with possibility, that 
value of 150 Gy is appropriate for positive recognition and 
no threshold adaptation is necessary. Low recognition level 
and scattered data, when default threshold was bigger than 
150 Gy, can be explained using principles of operation in 
candidate detection algorithm during the adaptation of 
threshold. When adaptation stops, because proper number 
of candidates is achieved and none of them is recognized 
as marker, marker in that frame is missed. 

 
Fig. 4. Dependence between processing rate and default threshold 
over various step values  

 
Fig. 5. Dependence between recognition and default threshold 
over various step values 

Recognition is affected by magnitude of lightness 
value. Experiment was performed by changing lightness 
value and processing whole record each time using default 
threshold equal to 150 Gy and 10 as a step value. Test 
results in Fig. 6. can be used to determine optimal lightness 
value.  

It is obvious that reference of lightness value 
influences recognition. It makes a limitation for area to be 
recognized as a relatively white and becomes a limit to the 
pixels’ color component value during color segments 
decoding. Results claim that the best recognition 

percentage can be reached using lightness values as big as 
100 Gy. For bigger values, percentage decrease. Such 
reliance is explained by noting, that lightness value is a 
bottom limitation to pixel color components. The lover is 
this value, the bigger chance that misrecognition will 
occur, therefore this value should not be smaller than 80. 
Certainly due to lightning conditions, limitation can be 
changed. 

 
Fig. 6. Dependence between recognition and lightness value 

Conclusion and future work 

Though experiments were performed using record in 
which size of marker in frames was alternating, results 
were appropriate, recognition was fast and accurate. 
Presented algorithm can recognize 6 markers, thats’ design 
is simple and more markers in the same way can be made. 
Experiments proved that performance of algorithm can be 
improved by changing three main numeric values: step, 
default threshold and lightness numeric representation. 

Tests show that more than 10 frames can be fully 
processed (marker can be recognized and additional action 
performed) over second, when default threshold value is 
150 Gy and step value is nine or less. Processing rate 
decreases, as more threshold adaptation operations are 
performed, therefore step value mostly influences speed, 
though it is not directly visible in experimental results. 
Higher than 80 % recognition rate was achieved when step 
value was 10, default threshold- 150 Gy and lightness-90 
Gy. Mentioned values are not constant as whole image 
processing is tightly dependant on marker illumination.  

Even though experiments claim “iHouse” system 
suitability for real time applications, more tests should be 
taken. Presented system is based on image processing so 
the main aim is to supply algorithm with high quality 
frames. Lightness is the main problem on most of this kind 
application and future work should be related to testing the 
utility of using additional light. Future work would be, as 
well, related with creating methods for device 
identification, when no marker is necessary. 
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